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ABSTRACT 

 

The study was premised on the inference that commercial banks struggle to arrive at 

a capital structure mix which maximizes financial returns and therefore it looked at 

ten banks in Dar es Salaam namely: CRDB, NMB, DCB, AKIBA, 

KCB,STANBIC,TPB,DTB,STANDARD CHARTERED BANK and NBC. It was 

guided by three specific objectives namely: to examine the impact of debt to equity 

ratio on return on equity of banks, to evaluate the relationship between debt to equity 

ratio and return on assets as well as to assess the determinants of capital structure. 

It was a case study which involved use of documentary resource as the main source 

of data and the data was analyzed using regression, correlation and descriptive 

statistics. 

The key findings included: there is a significant impact of debt/equity ratio on ROE 

and ROA of banks and that similarly it was noted that there is a significant impact of 

debt/asset on ROA and ROE implying that capital structure is directly linked to the 

financial performance of banks. 

More so, it was noted that bank capital structure is determined by: taxes, Business 

Risk and Financial Distress Costs, Agency Costs of Debt and Equity as well as 

Asymmetric Information and Timing. 

The study recommends that: there is need to have a robust capital structure mix 

which heavily relies on equity than on debt, increased banks collaboration with each 

other as well as with other stakeholders and to establish a Resource Pool for 

capitalization funds.  BOT should set aside a bailout fund to help banks deal with 

emergency funds requirements; banks should be given special consideration in listing 

at Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE) in order to raise equity financing. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Background of the Problem 

The way in which firms raise stores for extension and activity is for the most part 

named as capital structure (Myers, 1984). 

 

The capital structure choice is a standout amongst the most imperative choices made 

by money related directors. The capital structure choice is the center factor of 

numerous different choices in the territory of business. More capital structure 

constitutes the major thought process of the money related administrator who 

dependably is surmised to examine for a structure that can boost capital assets to the 

benefit of the association, in this manner, , capital structure is one of the compelling 

devices of administration to deal with the cost of capital. 

 

In addition, at a stage where the price of capital is negligible, an optimal capital 

structure is reached. For the numerous years, after the powerful superfluity 

hypothesis of Modigliani and Miller (1958) on capital structure, capital structure 

decision has impact and captivated numerous analysts. Thus, numerous examinations 

hypothetically and observationally researched and clarified firms' capital structure 

decisions. In any case, there is still no reasonable answer for Myer's inquiry (Myers, 

1984, pp575) who affirms that "How do firms pick their capital structure?" Various 

hypotheses answer this inquiry from different perspectives. 

 

Illustration, Static exchange off hypothesis demonstrates the presence of an ideal 

capital structure, which shows the ideal decision of capital structure by firms, is an 

adjust of corporate duty shield against the chapter 11 cost and organization cost. A 

large portion of the Research on the determinants of capital structure was at first 

framed for the most part to firms in the created nations particularly in United States. 
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Moreover, Titman and Wessels (1988) affirms that in capital structure, the 

hypothetical traits to be specific; resource structure, non-obligation impose shields, 

development, uniqueness, industry order, firm size, revenue instability and 

gainfulness were tried to perceive how they influence an association's decision of 

obligation value blend. 

 

Also, a portion of the scientists, for example, Rajan and Zingales (1995) have 

attempted to clarify he choices concerning capital structures and its impacts on 

business tasks and in addition he effectives of the capital structure to the benefits, 

development, firm size and productivity were strained to see their impacts on use.  

 

Moreover, capital structure has a significance part to play on deciding organization's 

monetary execution and satisfies the desires for partners who dependably request the 

expansion of their organization's esteem. Goyal (2013) contended that, "capital 

structure choice is basic for any firm to maximize come back to the different partners 

and furthermore improve association's capacity to work in a focused domain". In 

addition, Awunyo and Badu (2012) attests that organizations have the advantage of 

opportunity with reference to what correct capital structure or blend best fits their 

activities and in this way different directors endeavor to find a specific mix that will 

expand benefit and institutional market esteem" 

 

Moreover, Ross (2002) additionally demonstrated the significance of capital 

structure choice to fund chiefs by expressing that, "back administrators endeavor to 

locate the capital structure that boosts the abundance of the firm". His contention 

suggests that capital structure choice is one of the significance choices that help to 

expand organization esteem. This investigation tries to look at and give prove on 

whether the decisions of financing sources that make up the capital structure have 

any impact the firm budgetary execution in business banks working in Tanzania as 

creating nation. 
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1.2  Statement of the Problem 

Capital structure is most critical train of organization's tasks. Firms execution will be 

estimated from Return on Assets (ROA), Return on Investment, Return on Equity, 

net benefit and net benefit, are visit times watching a few varieties. 

 

Such varieties may reflect the development or decline of the execution linked to cash 

of such a company. This will be seen by either the company itself conducting a 

pattern inquiry to examine its present money-related execution from the previous 

years, or by contrasting its execution with distinct companies from a comparable 

sector. Hypothesis predicts that if the company utilizes capital structure in a feasible 

and competent manner, a company can expand its execution at its optimal stage. 

Plain and Goyal (2009) mentioned that the structured assets can also cause 

liquidation for some moment and have an adverse and unfriendly effect on the 

company's execution if not used properly. 

 

Eric (2007), if firm execution influences the decision of capital structure, at that point 

inability to consider this switch causality may bring about relapse of a firm 

execution. Along these lines it is important to see if or not there is an ideal level of 

capital structure through which a firm can build its monetary execution all the more 

proficiently and viably, that is to decide if there is a huge effect of obligation value 

proportion on the money related execution of a firm. 

 

Various authors have attempted to explore the impact of capital structure on bank 

performance for instance, Soyebo(2014) cited a strong relationship between capital 

structure and ROA of banks, Zuraidah(2012) also did a study on capital structure and 

bank profitability in Malaysia whereas Dwindle(2017) did noted that cap[itral 

structure affects ROE of banks in Kenya and Mirekeo(2014) concentrated in Ghana. 

Most of these studies are based on foreign banks yet the dispensation in Tanzania is 

different therefore findings in those countries cannot explain the situation in 

Tanzania.  
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Its therefore evident that there are limited studies done in Tanzania with regards to 

capital structure and bank performance with the exceptions of a few like the one 

done by Kipesha and Mushi (2014) who  looked at capital structure and firm 

performance in Morogoro. Worse still even studies like of Kaaya et al (2013) who 

did relationship between capital structure and bank performance are too old as the 

banking environment keeps changing every year and therefore those studies done in 

Tanzania may as well be deemed to less relevant to describe the actual situation. This 

study therefore comes into play as a remedy of bringing to light the current impact of 

capital structure on bank performance. 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

1.3.1  General Objectives 

The main objective of the study was to investigate the impact of capital structure on 

financial performance of banks. 

 

1.3.2  Specific Objectives 

(i.) To examine the impact of debt/equity ratio on return on equity 

(ii.) To evaluate the relationship between debt/equity ratio and return on 

assets. 

(iii.) To assess the impact of debt/asset ratio on return on equity 

(iv.) To assess the impact of debt/asset ratio on return on assets 

 

1.4  Research Question 

The study has been able to answer the following question 

(i.) How does debt /equity ratio impact return on equity?  

(ii.) What is the relationship between debt/equity ratio and return on assets? 

(iii.) What is the impact of debt/asset ratio on return on equity? 

(iv.) What is the impact of debt/asset ratio on return on assets? 
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1.5 Scope of the Study 

The study covered examining how debt to equity ratio affects ROE and ROA as well 

as the key determinants of capital structure of commercial banks in Tanzania 

encompassing a period of four months. 

 

1.6 Significance of the Study 

The consequences of this investigation may give money related direction to directors, 

business advisors and financial specialists with the vital methods of joining 

obligation and value and having the capacity to augment organization execution. 

This investigation may help leaders particularly fund administrators and arrangement 

organizers of both open and privately owned businesses to detail better strategy 

choices in regard of the blend of obligation and value capital and along these lines 

increment investors esteem. This study might be utilized by financial specialists and 

other individuals with the expectation of contributing to dissect the organizations and 

see what sort of capital structure blend creates more benefit for the organization. This 

study may help different academicians to compose additionally contemplates 

concerning budgetary issues and add the learning to the network who could utilize 

this present investigation's discoveries as fundamental data to base their 

investigations. 

 

The study will not only enable the researcher get practical research skills and 

knowledge which may be beneficial for future assignments but will also facilitate the 

researcher to create meaningful connections and qualify to graduate with masters’ 

degree in finance and accounting from Mzumbe University upon successful 

completion of the study. 

 

1.7  Limitations of the Study 

The scientist experienced a few issues like monetary requirements; this was anyway 

countered by sourcing for funds from various sources and in addition clinging to 

appropriate budgetary practices.  
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The examination was thwarted by the restricted time apportioned for the 

investigation. This test was overwhelmed by beginning the exploration well early 

and furthermore arranging time use in the most profitable way. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Financing choice is among the significant issues in business firms. The vast majority 

of the business particularly little and medium endeavors who have a tendency to have 

a low life hope and consequently company's choice on the utilization of various types 

of financing comes about into various capital structures which may have distinctive 

effect on the firm execution.  

 

2.2 Definition of Key Terms/Concepts  

This segment includes the meaning of the keys ideas of the examination and those 

ideas were capital structure, gainfulness, budgetary execution, value financing and 

obligation financing of an organization.  

 

2.2.1  Capital Structure 

Capital structure is the manner by which a firm would have the capacity to finance its 

future ventures by means of obligation, value or blended. Capital structure was 

additionally characterized by Roshan (2009) as a blend of obligation and value 

capital kept up by a firm. There is a comparative perspective between Roshan (2009) 

and Narayasanary (2015) in light of the fact that the two consider capital structure as 

a blend of obligation and value capital which shape an organization capital structure.  

 

2.2.2 Banking sector in Tanzania overview 

The banking sector in Tanzania is part of the greater financial sector industry with 

over 54 institutions in operations which are all supervised and licensed by the central 

bank that’s is Bank of Tanzania(BOT). the banks consist of domestic and foreign 

banks and all are required to comply with the BOT regulations  an those found 

wanting are either taken over by the central bank or are closed for non 

compliance(BOT.2017). 
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More so, The Banking industry in Tanzania is still expanding fast whereby current 

data shows that 27 banks operate in Tanzania. Those banks are Access bank, Akiba 

Commercial Bank (ACB), Azania Bank, Bank of Baroda, Bank of Tanzania (BOT), 

Barclay bank, Commercial Bank of Africa (CBA), CRDB Bank, Diamond Trust 

Bank (DTB), DSM Community bank, Eco bank, Efatha bank, I&M Bank, 

International Commercial Bank, Kenya Commercial Bank (KCB), Kilimanjaro 

Community Bank, Mkombozi Commercial Bank, Mwanga Community bank, 

National Bank of Commerce (NBC), National Microfinance Bank (NMB), Stanbic  

bank, Tanzania Investment bank (TIB), Tanzania Postal Bank (TPB), Tanzania 

Women Bank, The People's of Zanzibar bank, Twiga Bancorp, Uchumi Commercial  

Bank and United Bank of Africa (Oketch et al., 2017). 

 

The banking sector in Tanzania has operated in a unwavering macroeconomic 

environment, improving the risk profile of the system as a whole despite increasing 

credit risk and a number of actions to enhance stability of the financial system were 

conducted out by the central bank for instance, BOT introduced a capital 

conservation buffer of 2.5 percent of total risk weighted assets for banks effective 

August 2017, a move that supports banks’ capital, providing additional cushion 

against risks, and preparing ground for meeting new provisioning standards under 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 9 effective January 2018.   

 

2.2.3 Profitability 

This is a result or aftereffect of firms’ tasks. That firm outcome is the contrast 

between the firm income and use. Burja (2011) affirms that execution is normally 

pegged to accomplishment of certain set targets and for the instance of business, the 

protest is to augment returns and limit costs. In this examination, firm benefit was a 

needy variable estimated by Return on value and profit for resource.  

 

2.2.4  Financial Performance 

Execution fundamentally alludes to all endeavors that are done to accomplish the 

objectives successfully indicated focuses as per set down desires. The 

accomplishment of execution targets includes incorporated utilization of HR, money 
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related and regular assets. What's more, execution is additionally characterized as the 

introduction with quality and accomplished outcome by the administration of 

organization.  

 

Other the other hand, money related execution alludes to a company's level of 

productivity as estimated through various budgetary proportions, for example, return 

on resource, return on value, net benefit, net benefit. Ordinarily the monetary 

execution can be watched when there is the reason for examination, for example, the 

company's patterns from past records or by contrast and other firm on a similar 

industry. 

 

As expressed above there is nobody fitting-for-all meaning of money related 

execution (Robert 2014). Erich (2010) depicts execution of budgetary foundations 

from the perspective of the "ability to produce manageable benefits", keeping up that 

the organization needs to influence benefit with a specific end goal to work. Money 

related execution Ofany Company comes because of accomplishing proficiency in 

the tasks. The primary goal of any association is to amplify benefit, hence all the 

activity, systems and exercises performed are intended to understand this real target 

to gauge the money related results of the association, for example, Return on Asset, 

Return on Equity and Net premium Margin are the Main ones (Harker and Zenios, 

1998).  

 

There are additionally other subjective measures like consumer loyalty, nature of 

administration that assumes a critical part in estimating execution of an association. 

What's more innovation and economies of scale likewise assume an imperative part 

in deciding the execution of association. Keeping in mind the end goal to reveal more 

insight into the idea of monetary execution of a foundation's the measures utilized its 

depiction are explained underneath: 

 

2.2.5  Equity Financing 

Value fund by and large alludes to the association's that a firm value on financing the 

capital structure. At the point when a firm doesn't utilize obligation financing, it is 
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alluded to as unlevered or ungeared firm Bringham (2004). Contends that substances 

that decide on value financing will have their arrival on resources or value estimated 

by the measure of value they hold.  

 

2.2.6  Debt Financing 

Obligation financing emerges when an association looks for a credit or obligation to 

support its business activities which accompanies a financing hazard which the firm 

ought to have the capacity to convey. All the more in this way, Brigham and 

Houston, (2007) contends that budgetary hazard as that extra hazard put on normal 

investors because of the choice to fund utilizing obligation. Financing hazard is the 

likelihood that the profit of the firm won't be as anticipated as a result of the 

technique for financing. He additionally proceeds by saying that financing hazard 

emerges on the grounds that obligation has a settled financing commitment as a rule 

as premium which must be met when the commitment falls due before the investors 

can partake in the held profit. 

 

2.3 Factors Determining Capital Structure 

Distinctive past investigations have been demonstrating either negative or positive 

impact on firms use proportion. Association's use can be affected by an assortment of 

components, for example, benefit, substantial quality of advantages, organization 

development and size. it ought to be noticed that frequently organizations with high 

productivity have a tendency to draw in the consideration of moneylenders who 

might need to give them obligation financing. All the more thus, these banks 

additionally pay special mind to elements with great resource returns and capital base 

with strong money related pointers. 

 

Then again, bigger elements stand the chance to get obligation financing since loan 

specialists regularly settle on greater firms with successful and well set down 

structures rather than the littler firms. Also, bigger firms have a tendency to be more 

broadened with great unmistakable resource base instead of the littler firms, in this 

way the previous pulling in expanded subsidizing.  
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All the more along these lines, Narayanasary (2015) investigated the determinants of 

capital and particularly took a gander at how use influenced gainfulness, 

development, estimate and non obligation charge as the reliant factors while the 

autonomous variable involved use.  

 

2.3.1 Profitability Ratios 

Chandy (2012) characterized gainfulness proportion as a measure of the working 

effectiveness and execution of the organization. Clients of budgetary proclamations 

like administration, investors, providers and clients are intrigued with execution 

proportions since they assist them with judging the organization execution.  

 

Investors require productivity data since engages them with consistent data which 

empowers them to frame a sentiment on the situation of the business and in the 

matter of whether they display a genuine and reasonable situation for instance banks 

might be occupied with anchoring their extraordinary levy frequently. then again, the 

investors see a decent productivity position as a protection their assets are sheltered 

as well as guarantees great returns as far as profits.  

 

2.3.2 Return on Asset  

This is the proportion it used to quantify the commitment of organization resources 

on benefit of the organization and the more prominent the proportion the more 

prominent the organization execution contributed by organization resources of that 

organization then it guarantee the advantage ability on commitment of the 

organization.  

 

2.3.3 Return on Equity 

This is the commitment of investors subsidize (value) in age of organization benefit. 

It is a proportion of organization benefit to investors finance. The more noteworthy 

the proportion the more prominent the execution of an organization produced by 

value.  
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2.3.4  Debt to Equity 

This proportion is gotten by isolating the 'Aggregate Liability or Debt ' of an 

organization by its 'Proprietors Equity, i.e. Total assets' and this proportion shows to 

what degree obligation is coordinated against add up to value of the firm and in 

circumstances where obligation to value proportion is higher it implies the firm 

selects a greater amount of obtaining to back activities than raise finances inside 

through offering offers or requiring extra offer buy by existing individuals.  

 

2.3.5  Liquidity Ratios 

Liquidity apportions measure the capacity of the firm to counterbalance its current 

budgetary commitments and it can be estimated utilizing the snappy proportion or 

basic analysis, capital sufficiency proportion or even the present proportion.  

 

2.3.6  Quick Ratios 

This apportion is determined by summation of current resources and subtracting all 

stock things at that point partitioning it by the present liabilities. the most ideal 

circumstance is the point at which the speedy proportion is more prominent than one 

while bring down brisk proportion demoralizes financial specialists or partners of the 

firm.  

 

2.3.7  Current Ratio 

This proportion is touched base at by summing all the present resources and 

afterward isolating by the aggregate current liabilities as it demonstrates the capacity 

of the present advantages for meet the current monetary commitments of the firm.  

 

2.3.8  Earnings per Share 

Development in profit is frequently checked with Earnings per Share (EPS). The EPS 

communicates the income of a company on a "per share" premise. A high EPS in 

contrast with other contending firms is alluring. The EPS is computed as; Earnings 

accessible to regular holders/Number of offers exceptional.  
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2.4 Theoretical Literature Review 

Modigliani and Miller (1958) contends that different components held consistent and 

without insolvency costs, frictionless capital and with no charges there is no 

immediate impact of capital structure on the firm.. a company's esteem relies upon its 

working benefit as opposed to its capital structure.  

 

It's apparent that reasonable supervisors frequently survey the capital structures of 

their movies in the journey to meet the here and now , medium term and long haul 

vital goals(Barton and Gordon, 1987). There is halfway confirmation to help this 

investigation of capital structure. For instance, Sandberg, Lewellen, and Stanley 

(1987) collectively agree that the company's level of obligation is intentionally 

chosen by chiefs.  

 

So also, Balakrishnan and Fox (1993) discovered firm particular impacts created 

fluctuations in firm use. Notwithstanding, while there is prove that chiefs 

dispassionately or wisely settle on capital structures that realize greatest comes back 

to the firm at least expenses.  

 

There are different observational examinations that have endeavored to look at the 

importance of MM speculations in the business firms and one such investigation 

prompted the insignificance hypothesis of capital structure (Carpentier, 2006, Myers, 

2001) More in this way, MM hypothesis of capital structure have additionally been 

differentiated by other capital structure speculations which came up later after it, a 

portion of these hypotheses incorporate the livening request hypothesis, static 

exchange off hypothesis and office cost hypothesis.  

 

2.4.1 Trade off Theory of Capital Structure 

As indicated by Modigliani and Miller (1963), referred to by Sharma (2014), the, 

"exchange off hypothesis made an advantage for obligation in that it served to shield 

acquiring from charges". This hypothesis expresses that, there is favorable position 

for companies to be financed with obligation due to the harmony between the tax 

breaks picked up by partnerships and expenses of chapter 11 because of the danger 
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of taking more obligations. The tax reduction gathers out of the premium deducted 

from before premium and duty profit (EBIT), which achieves impose advantage in 

light of the fact that assessable salary turn out to be less and consequently less 

corporate expense installment for the organization.  

 

The capital structure choice is critical for the presence of any business and, 

association with regards to the amplification of profits to investors in the present 

business condition in spite of the fact that Modigliani and Miller hypothesis has a 

shortcoming if contrasted and the present business condition. Ross (2003) portrayed 

the Modigliani and Miller hypothesis by expressing that VG=VU+ TcDG.  

 

As indicated by this hypothesis, one can build association's an incentive by 

expanding influence, inferring that organizations should issue greatest obligation. 

That implies the expansion in firms obligation proportion impact the increment in 

firm execution. The exchange off hypothesis is based on the expense favorable 

position of obligation financing in business firms.  

 

The hypothesis contends that there is ideal capital structure at a point where the tax 

break of the obligation financing exceeds the use related expenses including the 

money related trouble and insolvency costs. Subsequently, the hypothesis 

recommends that organizations should keep obtaining stores until the point that the 

minimal expense favorable position of extra obligation is counterbalanced by the 

minor expected expenses of money related misery. 

 

2.4.2 Pecking Order Theory 

The perking order theory suggests the funding source order to be followed by a 

company in order to minimize financing costs. According to the theory, the company 

should begin using retained earnings and then debts before moving to equity shares. 

Agreeing the hypothesis, firm should begin utilizing held income then obligations 

previously going to value shares. 
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They additionally thought of a conclusion by giving out the reason of regarding value 

financing if all else fails. They said that, 'when administrators issue new value, 

speculators trust that chiefs surmise that the firm is exaggerated and supervisors 

imagine that the firm is exaggerated and directors are exploiting this overvaluation.  

 

Accordingly, speculators put a lower an incentive to the new value issuance." 

Internal financing is for the most part proposed by this hypothesis since it is less 

exorbitant as contrasted and outer financing of obligation and value, obligation back 

builds cost to the firm as far as intrigue cost while value fund give out firms expert. 

Siro (2013) contended that organizations would lean toward inside wellspring of 

back when contrasted with costly or exorbitant outer fund and thusly productive 

firms that create profit are required to utilize less obligation than those that don't 

produce income. 

 

The pecking request hypothesis (Myers 1984; Myers and Majluf 1984) depends on 

the presumption that financial specialists know they could defy a data asymmetry 

issue, for instance, the directors' endeavor to issue hazardous securities when they are 

exaggerated. 

 

Meanwhile, administrators understand that investors will try to limit this danger, and 

this may cause the impotence (powerless) to finance certain productive enterprises 

through the capital market. The pecking hypothesis application on a basic level 

argues that if external money-related sources are more expensive than internal ones 

and while capital drawing is more expensive than obligation and then the capital 

structure will be affected at that stage only if the internal assets are unsuitable and 

inappropriate.  

 

For Myers and Majluf (1984), organisations using external sources of subsidizing 

may also face the unfriendly problem of determination that took place after 

information asymmetry. The antagonistic decision reflects the failure of the market 

to evaluate each organisation solely. The organisations are placed to compete with 

the region they have a location, and organizations with practical and incredible 
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operations can eventually be dismissed, while unsuccessful undertakings can be 

overestimated. 

 

This model shows that a company's money-related structure is driven by the funding 

demands for new enterprises, not by the existence of an optimal level of duty, 

picking obligation just when the assets inside are rare. However, the exchange 

expenses reinforce the placement of funding options in the request assumed by the 

hypothesis of the pecking request. 

 

Consequently, firms will seek after the development or abatement of obligation when 

the determined ventures surpass or fall beneath the interior assets (Fama and French 

2002). In any case, Kayhan and Titman (2007) noticed that likewise the individuals 

who have no future venture openings could keep up a low obligation since they have 

a tendency to underwrite their present outcomes  

 

2.4.3 Agency Cost Theory 

Agency theory states that leverage businesses are better for their shareholders 

because the amount of debt can be used as a surveillance instrument for managers, 

thus maximizing business efficiency by reducing the agency costs. As quoted by 

Odita and Osuji (2012) in their research on the impact of capital structure on 

financial performance in Nigerian, Kajola (2010) endorsed the argument that greater 

leverage is anticipated to decrease agency costs, decrease inefficiency and lead to 

improved results of a firm’s performance. 

 

The agency cost theory proposing the use of debt funding as a manner to monitor the 

company's managers to concentrate on the organization's general goals apart from 

their own interests. Empirical studies on agency cost theory also presented mixed 

results; some of them recognized the theory by stating that debt lowers agency costs 

since the effectiveness of managers rises as a push to pay interest and creditors 

concern, which in turn enhances company performance (Buferna et al, 2005, Jensen 

& Mackling, 1976).  
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2.4.4  Capital Constraint Model 

The capital constraint model describes banks' behaviour restraining to give loans to 

SSEs due to limitation of financial resources available. Obamuyi (2011) provides 

that banks are essentially subject to capital requirements imposed on both the market 

and the regulator. For prudential purposes, banks regulators generally require banks 

to keep capital at least a stated fraction of the total assets of the banks. This situation 

is evident in Tanzania where banks are expected to maintain a minimum of 40 per 

cent liquidity ratio of total deposits. 

 

2.4.5  The lifecycle Approach 

The lifecycle approach was developed on the assumption of fast development and 

absence of access to the capital market, as outlined by Weston and Brigham (2008). 

Small firms were considered to start with the use of only the funds of the owner. If 

these companies survived, the risks of undercapitalization would quickly occur, and 

other source of resources such as trade credit and banks ' short-term loans would then 

be likely to be used. Rapid development may lead to the illiquidity problem.  

 

Weston and Brigham (2008) argue that the dynamic small business would therefore 

have to choose between reducing its growth to maintain pace with its domestically 

produced resources, acquiring an costly stock market quotation or seeking the most 

elusive type of finance–venture capital; thus suggesting a trend in banks that 

expanding small businesses are likely to experience increasing short-term debt and 

use little or no long term debt 

 

2.5 Impact of Debt/Equity and Money Related Execution 

Obligation financing is the obtaining of assets through acquiring and may bans 

comes about into getting to back their expanded client's requests accordingly 

expanding the use if not controlled (Peter, 2017). 

 

Capital structure remains a test, regardless of whether numerous scholars have 

endeavored to clarify the obligation proportion variety crosswise over organizations 

and spearheading thinks about on capital structure construct their theories with 
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respect to consummate capital economic situations that prompt rather hypothetical 

suspicions. Campbell and Rogers(2018) .The Corporate Finance Dilemma that 

happens since organizations might want to choose their obligation, money property, 

and value payout approaches in the meantime, however firms can't, while Ardalan 

(2018) demonstrated that there wins an ideal capital structure for the firm  

 

Majumdar and Chhibber (2015) contended that the part of obligation as an observing 

channel to expand firm execution isn't considerable. They likewise noticed that use is 

a way to decrease the administration observing expense. Subsequently, lessening the 

free income will restrain the administration chance to make noteworthy 

consumptions to their greatest advantage. In spite of the fact that the exchange off 

hypothesis regards obligation as a factor that could support the organizations, still no 

clarification has been given with respect to the survival of numerous superior firms 

that don't utilize obligation  

 

Setting up the capital structure includes, truth be told, a progression of assentions 

between the intrigue gatherings of a firm, each gathering planning to augment its 

advantage. For directors, this could mean expanding their control, while the investors 

seek after expanded estimation of the organization. that decided seeing the capital 

structure from the point of view of an exchange off comflict between investors, 

directors, and leasers.  

 

Vătavu (2015) examined the drivers of firm gainfulness as estimated by return on 

resources and profit for value, in particular, capital structure markers, resources 

substance, the proportion of assessment to income before premium and expense, the 

proportion of standard deviation of income before intrigue and duty to add up to 

resources, ebb and flow liquidity proportion, and the yearly swelling rate while 

Sumedrea. (2015) investigated the effect of profit for value, income per share, 

business development, resources' substance, charge strategy, profit approach, and 

friends measure on the aggregate obligation to add up to resources proportion.  
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Capital structure prompts decrease in firm productivity in that the contentions 

amongst investors and lenders make the supposed thought of benefit substitution that 

happens by exchanging the welfare from leasers to investors, when the last ones 

choose to contract new obligations influencing the underlying banks (weakening of 

rights). Likewise, between these partners may emerge the underinvestment issue 

surrendering ventures with positive net present esteem that would profit the banks, 

however would bias the investors, or the issue of requiring higher loan fees when 

particular resources are acquired in light of the higher hazard accepted by leasers 

(Myers 2014)  

 

2.6 Determinants of Capital Structure 

This investigation uncovered that the choice to select obligation or value is impacted 

by a variety of components, for example, charges, Business Risk and Financial 

Distress Costs, Agency Costs of Debt and Equity and additionally Asymmetric 

Information and Timing. 

 

This examination along these lines concurs with Narayanasary (2015) who estimated 

the determinants of capital structure utilizing influence as reliant variable against 

benefit, substance, development, measure and non obligation impose shield as free 

factors. He likewise Researcher utilized numerous relapse investigation and 

uncovered the positive effect of company's productivity, company's development, 

estimate and non-obligation assess shield on firms use while just substantial quality 

of advantages demonstrated negative relationship.  

 

This examination is additionally in accordance with Modigliani and Miller (1958) 

who assert that under immaculate capital economic situations, without chapter 11 

costs, frictionless capital and with no assessments the capital structure of the firm has 

no effect on the estimation of the firm. a company's esteem relies upon its working 

benefit instead of its capital structure. 
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Yet, Modigliani and Miller (1963) settle the past paper; contend that, when there are 

corporate assessments at that point intrigue installments are impose deductible, 100% 

obligation financing is ideal. This implies the association's esteem increments as 

obligations increments. 

 

2.7 Empirical Literature Review 

The capital structure in the keeping money division is so far special contrasted with 

other business organizations. Operationally, banks are money related middle people 

that prepare reserves from abundance units and channel them to deficiency units in 

the public area. With this vision, banks prepare supports as far as stores that would 

then be able to be utilized to fund different activities and concede advances 

notwithstanding the financing of exchange payables or the financing of offers.  

 

Similarly, because of the idea of the exchange, banks are responsible to a more 

remarkable preparation of laws, directions and supervisory issues at neighborhood 

and universal level. Additionally, the uniqueness of the capital structure of the bank 

is due to the manner in which bank commitments integrate minor investors from 

whom that may have no reason or experience. Incorporates stores from littler 

contributors who may have no intention or capacity to screen bank tasks that 

confines the disciplinary parts as suggested by the tradeoff theory (Dewatripont & 

Tirole, 1994). 

 

2.7.1 The Impact of Debt/Equity Ratio on Return on Equity 

It is evident that debt/equity ratio has a direct influence on ROE in that when 

debt/equity ratio is high, ROE declines and the reverse is true and this position is also 

shared by Tailab (2014) who in his study in America utilized an example of 30 

vitality American firms for a time of nine years from 2005 to 2013 to test the impact 

of capital structure on benefit of vitality American firms and found the negative 

connection between obligation proportions and execution factors of profit for value 

(ROE) and profit for resource (ROA) while organization estimate as far as deals 

showed a negative impact just on return on equity (ROE) of the vitality American 

firms. 
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Specialist utilized various relapse technique to break down his investigation 

information where 10% of ROE and 34% were anticipated by free factors of here and 

now obligation, long haul obligation, add up to obligation to value proportions and 

firm size estimated by organization deals. 

 

The above arguments confirms that high reliance on debt often means a lot of costs 

incurred to finance the debt which ultimately reduces disposal net profit hence fewer 

funds are appropriated to pay shareholders. 

 

Furthermore, debt to equity influence on ROE is also reaffirmed by Nasreem (2013) 

who additionally tried the connection between company's capital structure and equity 

in Pakistan utilizing an example of 83 organizations recorded in Karachi stock trade. 

Scientist utilized obligation to value proportion as a measure of capital structure 

while different proportions like winning per share, value income proportion; working 

overall revenue, return on resource and profit for value were utilized as 

intermediaries for firm execution.  

 

In view of the above, it is evident that it’s expensive to rely on debt than on equity to 

finance operations and firm returns are depleted with costs incurred in pre and post 

debt. This therefore suggests a negative relationship between debt/equity ratio and 

ROE of companies. More so, in the wake of breaking down information utilizing 

relapse display, specialist found that budgetary execution of an organization was 

altogether influenced by their capital structure and their relationship was negative in 

nature likewise capital structure demonstrated a negative connection with 

organization showcase esteem  

 

The examination comes about demonstrated a negative connection between 

obligation fund and productivity. Their discoveries inferred that an expansion under 

water position is related with abatement in productivity of organizations, in this way 

the higher the obligation the lower the gainfulness of the firm. The analyst utilized 

just a single execution measure of ROE to think of the conclusion; this investigation 

utilized two organization execution measures of ROE and ROA to dissect their 
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connection with capital structure markers. This shows that higher debt/equity ratios 

have adverse subsequent effects on not only ROE but also ROA of companies and 

therefore its paramount for entities to seek out for appropriate capital structure mix 

that maximizes their returns. 

 

The above position is reaffirmed by Shubita (2012), who estimated the connection 

between capital structure and equity returns of Jordan organizations whereby the 

analysts utilized connections and numerous relapse examinations to quantify the 

connection between factors to achieve the expected outcomes. The analyst utilized 

ROE as execution variable against capital structure factors of Short term obligation 

to Asset, Long term obligation to resource, and aggregate obligation to resource as 

free factors.  

 

The type of capital structure has a direct bearing on the financial performance of 

banks, in that reliance on debt means a lot of money is spent on loan processing and 

servicing which lowers banks profits. This position is also shared by Kayode (2014) 

who in his study in Nigeria directed an examination on the impact of capital structure 

on the firm returns Nigeria utilizing the board information of 10 organizations from 

2003 to 2012. Specialist utilized spellbinding and relapse procedure resource and 

profit for value against add up to advantages for add up to obligation to value. In his 

investigation comes about he uncovered that capital structure was adversely 

identified with the firm execution and that reliance on debt negatively affects 

financial performance. 

 

Furthermore, the relationship between debt/equity is inversely proportional to 

financial performance and this situation is reaffirmed by an investigation by Ntogwa 

(2014) with an examination because of capital structure and on the development of 

organizations in Tanzania opportunity accessible in that organization. In relation to 

the above, Feng (2013) in Sweden recorded organizations utilized relapses and 

connections models to gauge such a relationship and uncovered the negative 

connection between capital structure and corporate execution.  
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Badu (2012) directed 7 recorded banks in Ghana from 2000 to 2010 and tried the 

connection between capital structure and banks execution. The relapse aftereffect of 

his investigation showed that capital structure is contrarily identified with execution 

of the recorded banks as far as profit for value. His examination utilized one 

gainfulness measure of profit for value to think of the investigation comes about, this 

examination included profit for resources as another pointer of organization 

productivity.  

 

It is evident that there is a negative correlation between debt/equity and ROA and 

ROE owing to the fact that higher debt/equity ratio means more payments in terms of 

loan repayments and related charges which ultimately erode bank returns. This 

position is also shared by an investigation of Marietta (2012) en Kenya incorporates 

more perplexing relapse scientific models for the connection between autonomous 

factors of institutional and capital organizations as hazard capital factors and ROA 

and ROE-subordinate factors as return factors of the organization and uncovered that 

there is a negative connection between add up to obligation and firm execution.  

 

As far as connection amongst value and firm execution, his examination uncovered 

that there is a huge positive relationship between's arrival on value (ROE) and 

aggregate value utilizing Pearson connection.  

 

In addition, accurate confirmation emerged in Sri Lanka by Ratheepkanth (2011) 

reported the uncovered adverse link between capital structure and benefit of friends. 

Kaaya's (2013) inquiry into the association between capital structure and execution 

of company banks in Tanzania inferred that the relation between these two variables 

(capital structure and implementation of banks) was negative and their results were 

critical at an enormous rate of 5 percent.  

 

An investigation by Ibrahim El-Sayed Ebaid, (2009 taking into account an instance 

of non-budgetary Egyptian registered companies from 1997 to 2005, reveals that the 

selection of capital structure decision, when all is said and done, has an impotent to - 

no impact on the execution of the company. 
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Consequences of a few investigations, for example, Myers (2001) and Eldomiaty 

(2007) demonstrate that capital structure isn't the best way to clarify budgetary 

choices. Most likely this clarifies the conflicting aftereffects of the examinations that 

exactly tried the forecasts of connection amongst use and association's execution. As 

clarified by Jermias (2008), just the immediate impact of monetary use on execution 

is analyzed by earlier investigations anyway use execution relationship might be 

influenced by some different variables like aggressive power and business procedure.  

 

In relation to the above, various studies suggest the presence of a adverse 

relationship between capital structure ratios and firms ' ROA and ROE, such as a 

research by Kipesha (2014) with his examination on company banks in Tanzania, 

using settled effect relapse display with Housman test help to gauge the link between 

capital structure and execution of loans. His results showed the proximity of an 

enormous adverse association between adding to the value obligation and the lengthy 

haul obligation to value with cost effectiveness of the bank and profit for value, 

which inferred the proximity of adverse trade between firm use and firm execution. 

A similar report confirmed a causality connection between firm use and profit for 

resource 

 

The second gathering of scientists estimated the connection between capital structure 

and friends execution and uncovered the positive connection between the 

quantifiable factors of their examinations.  

 

Jaffna (2013) broke down the effect of capital structure on money related execution 

of the recorded exchanging organizations in Sri Lanka. He utilized organizations 

information recorded in Sri-lanka stock trade amid 2006 to 2010 and concocted the 

accompanying outcomes. He utilized connection examination and uncovered that 

obligation resource proportion and obligation value proportion and associated with 

net revenue, net overall revenue, ROCE, ROA and ROE at critical level of 0.05 and 

0.1 Finally their outcomes finished up a positive connection between capital structure 

and money related execution.  
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2.7.2 The Relationship between Debt/Equity Ratio and Return on Assets 

Experimental proof of keeping money areas have likewise exhibited blended 

discoveries on the effect of capital structure of banks execution. Pratomo and Ismail 

(2006), tried the effect of capital structure of bank execution in Malaysian banks, the 

discoveries demonstrate that higher use is related with higher benefit effectiveness in 

banks, Siddiqui and Shoaib (2011) discovered positive effect of use on execution in 

Pakistan banks and Berger and Di Patti (2000) showed the positive relationship 

amongst use and bank execution. On the opposite side, concentrates, for example, 

Berger and Bouwman (2013), Adbabi and Abu-Rub, (2012) and Victor and Badu, 

(2012) all revealed the negative effect of capital structure on banks execution.  

 

Capital structure plays a central role in determining the level of financial success of 

any entity and this idea is shared by Lavorskyi (2013) who in Ukraine directed an 

investigation on the effect of firm execution in Ukraine. Analyst utilized relapse to 

gauge the connection between the capital structure variable of Leverage proportion 

against execution factors of Return on resources, add up to factor efficiency (TFP) 

and EBIT edge. In the wake of breaking down the relationship, specialist found that 

firm use was contrarily influencing firm performance. 

 

Abbasali (2012) in Tehran utilized Pearson connection and various relapse models to 

test the connection between the free factors of the obligation proportions as for the 

factors reliant on the action's arrival (ROA) and profit for capital (ROE). The 

scientist additionally utilized factors to control the pivot of assets, the measure of the 

organization and the substance of the benefit and open doors for development as 

different factors autonomous of the investigation. The consequences of the 

examination demonstrated a negative connection between the obligation and the 

monetary record  

 

Additionally, comes about demonstrated a critical positive connection between 

resource turnover, firm size, and resource substantial quality and development 

opportunity with money related execution measure.  
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He utilized execution measures of profit for resources and profit for value while 

capital structure measures were obligation proportions and controlling factors of 

benefit turnover, firm size, age, resource substance and firm development 

opportunity. His examination comes about demonstrated a negative and noteworthy 

connection between execution measures of profit for resources and profit for value 

against obligation proportion. 

 

In relation to the above, Alawwad (2013) in Saudi Arabia, utilized relapse system to 

quantify the connection between the factors of capital structure against factors of 

firm execution and found that all levels of obligation proportions had opposite 

association with firm execution markers of profit for asset(ROA), return on 

equity(ROE) and net revenue. 

 

2.7.3 The Impact of Debt/Asset Ratio on Return on Equity 

Among the hypothetical arguments about the composition of bank capital versus 

execution is keep money with high use have more noteworthy loan specialist 

examination which result into high screening, observing, productivity and ROE 

(Yafeh and Yosha, 2003). Moreover, the measure of stores prepared in many banks 

are lower than the measure of advance required by customers thus banks utilize 

obligations and value to fund such need and in addition lower debt/asset ratio is a 

favorable position for any entity as it means the assets are adequate to cover any 

shock waves arising from debt financing expenses and even returns from equity and 

other investments tend to be favorable correspondingly. Putting resources into other 

picked ventures. Subsequently, banks ought to have high use when contrasted with 

other non-money related foundations to empower them spare more customers' needs 

(Inderst &Mueller, 2008, Flannery, 1994).  

 

Despite the fact that banks require enough money to back its activity, the vast 

majority of chiefs frequently try to hold less capital because of cost related with 

holding capital, as an outcomes the greater part of them hold capital according to 

necessities of laws and direction on least capital stores.  
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Mireku (2014) in Ghana recorded organizations uncovered that organizations 

budgetary execution have negative association with money related use and depend 

more on inward wellspring of back in this manner supporting the pecking request 

hypothesis. Chisti (2013) in recorded organizations in India found that Debt to value 

proportion of Indian recorded organizations was adversely related to benefit 

proportions. This experimental confirmation indicates just the negative connection 

between the factors without demonstrating the other wellspring of fund which is for 

the most part favored by Indian Listed organizations which may demonstrate the 

appropriateness of the capital structure speculations. 

 

Furthermore, there is no doubt that borrowed money to finance any business 

transaction is cost full and this is also shared by Dwindle (2017) who studied the 

impacts of obligation back on money related execution estimated ROE whereby the 

examination researched the impact of loan fee, credit residency, obligation/value 

proportion, and premium scope proportion on budgetary execution of monetary 

foundations in Maara Sub-County, Tharaka Nithi County, Kenya. 

 

Causal research plan and an objective populace of 10 Sacco's and enumeration study 

were utilized. Optional information from the monetary organizations' money related 

explanations throughout the previous eight years utilized. Unmistakable and 

inferential measurements were utilized with help of Statistical Package for Social 

Sciences (SPSS) and results introduced in tables. 

 

A solid positive relationship of 0.984 amongst obligation and ROE was uncovered. A 

negative relationship existed between financing cost, advance residency and ROE 

while a positive relationship was uncovered between obligation value proportion and 

intrigue scope proportion on ROE separately. Financing cost, credit residency and 

obligation value proportion had noteworthy impact on ROE at t-measurements of 

3.474, - 2.938, 9.217 and 8.728 individually with their P-values 0.018, 0.032, 0.000 

and 0.000 under 0.05 separately. 
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2.7.4 The Impact of Debt/Asset Ratio on Return on Assets 

There is no doubt that debt/asset ratio has a direct bearing on ROA especially given 

the fact that when debts are more than assets it means the bank stands on a fluid 

financial position which could potentially adversely affect ROA. This position is also 

shared by Zuraidah (2012) who in his study in Malaysia, estimated the connection 

between the capital structure markers of here and now obligation, long haul 

obligations and aggregate obligations against execution pointers of profit for 

resources and return on assets. Specialist utilized board information of 58 firms from 

2005 to 2010. 

 

The consequences of the investigation demonstrated that lone Short term obligation 

and aggregate obligation had a noteworthy association with return on assets (ROA), 

other capital structure factors had a huge association with return on equity (ROE). 

 

In relation to the above, Additionally Soyebo (2014) utilized execution factors of 

profit for resources (ROA) and profit for value (ROE) and capital structure 

proportions of obligation to value and obligation to resource proportions to examine 

the connection between the factors. Relationship coefficient and relapse method used 

to test board information of 10 organizations from 2000 to 2011. His investigation 

comes about demonstrated that the connection between capital structure and profit 

for resource isn't noteworthy over all organizations and immaterial relationship was 

appeared between return on value and obligation to resource proportion anyway the 

outcomes demonstrated the critical connection between return on value and 

obligation to value proportion for all organizations. This legitimized an exceedingly 

adapted firm have a tendency to have high gainfulness and therefore it is evident that 

when debt/asset ratio is high even financial indicators like ROA tend to be low and 

the reverse is true. 

 

Furthermore, experimental confirmations on the impact of debt/asset ratio on firm 

financial prosperity leaves a lot to be desired as some firms experience financial 

distress immediately their debts exceed their asset base as they are forced to pay 

numerous financial costs to finance the debt, in fact some studies have confirmations 
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indicating nearness of critical positive connection amongst use and firm ROA, for 

example, San and Hang (2011) in development organizations in Malaysia, Nirajini 

and Priya (2013) in recorded exchanging organizations in Sri Lanka, and Abu Rub 

(2012) is recorded organizations in Palestinian Security trade, different examinations 

bolster the reality incorporate Frank and Goyal (2003) and Hadlock and James 

(2002) all suggest that debt/asset affects ROA. 

 

2.8 The Conceptual Framework 

In view of the investigation of Mwangi(2014), the accompanying applied model was 

developed. To control this examination Conceptualization demonstrate demonstrates 

the connection between capital structure and money related execution of Commercial 

bank, with the capital structure (obligation/value) being the free factor, though 

budgetary execution is the needy variable. It is deduced that when Total Debt 

increments money related execution therefore decreases since banks are compelled to 

meet expanded obligation financing and handling costs though when obligation 

financing is utilized monetary execution (ROA and ROE) in this manner increments 

since there is more expendable benefits which are not eaten up by financing costs, in 

this way the structure is as demonstrated hereunder: 

 

Figure 2.1: The Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Mwangi (2014) 
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Hypotheses 

Based on the variables, the following hypothesis was formulated for the study;  

H0:-The capital structure has significant impact on financial performance.  

H1:-The capital structure has insignificant impact on financial performance. 

 

2.9 Research Gap 

Many researchers who proved the relationship in the capital structure and the 

performance of the company presented controversial results; some like Majumdar 

and Chhibber(2015), Vatavu (2015) and Tailah(2014) discovered a negative 

relationship between capital structure and financial performance whereas  some like 

Nasreem(2013) discovered a positive relationship, while others like Shubita(2012) 

did not reveal any relationship between capital structure and performance. All these 

differing studies makes it difficult to come up with one common perspective 

concerning the impact of capital structure on bank performance, thus, the situation 

gave the opportunity to the researcher to add knowledge by proving the relationship 

between the production of capital and the performance of the company with a 

commercial bank in Tanzania. Because this topic is debatable, per se so much, this 

time to analyze it, compare it with the theories and see capital whether there is 

difference between them. 

 

Furthermore, there are limited studies in Tanzania on capital structure and bank 

financial performance with the exception of  Kaaya et al (2013) and Kipesha & 

Mushi(2014) thus leaving a huge literature gap. 

 

More so, even the various studies done in other areas like Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, 

Malaysia and Saudi Arabia cannot not substantively explain the situation in 

Tanzania. Worst still most of the studies done are old and date back to as far as 2014 

and before yet there is need to review the impact of capital structure on bank 

performance up to 2018, hence this study attempts to fill this literature gap. 

Literature gap with respect to the actual impact of capital structure on bank 

performance. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This was a fundamental piece of research that demonstrates the methodology of 

research designs and data amid the way toward gathering and handling information. 

This section incorporated various exercises, for example, information system, 

support outline, strategy approach, field review populace, and field research and 

information investigation.  

 

3.2 Research Design 

Analytical research design was used by the researcher to analyze analytical data. 

Analytical design focused on the final outcome process rather than importance of 

outcome. Analytical strategy is relevant in all study phases, from the articulation of 

the thesis to the implementation of statements on the topics listed in the study 

(Kothari, 2005).  Furthermore, Analytical design was instrumental in quantitative 

data and the use of figures and tables were adopted to present the findings. 

 

3.3 Study Area and Population 

The study was completed in Dar es Salaam Tanzania whereby a population of 

commercial banks was chosen. As per Ngechu,(2004),a population is an all around 

communicated as an arrangement of individuals ,administrations, components, 

occasions, gathering of things or family units that are being examined. The objective 

population in this examination contained ten business banks in particular: CRDB, 

NMB, AKIBA, DCB, KCB, STANBIC, POSTAL DTB, STANDARD 

CHARTERED and NBC. 
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3.4 Sample Size and Examining Method 

The example size of the populace in this study was comprised of 10 business banks 

in Dar salaam district which contain 70% of the aggregate bank piece of the overall 

industry. The examining systems utilized as a part of choosing the things for test was 

purposive inspecting procedure whereby the best market players were chosen which 

guaranteed that satisfactory portrayal of market flow was finished.  

 

3.5 Data Collection Methods 

The study engaged the use of documentary resource assessment and often consists 

some or all of conceptualizing, using and evaluating records in the documentary 

research phase (Kothari, 2005). Document analysis was either quantitative or 

qualitative assessment (or both). All those who used records in their studies regarded 

the main problems concerning kinds of records and the capacity to use them as 

reliable sources of proof on the social world.  

 

This method involved reviewing all literature resources in reports, journals, 

textbooks, articles, newspapers and presentations among others. This tool is good 

because it gave accurate historical data on particular issues and more so it is easy to 

use. 

 

Information was gathered from the optional source by evaluating yearly money 

related explanations of business bank in Dar es Salaam of which the Annual 

proclamations comprised of reviewed asset reports and pay articulations from their 

sites. Board information of 10 business banks from 2010 up to 2017 was utilized as 

an objective example for the perceptions and every single budgetary proportion were 

processed based on book esteem. 

 

3.6 Ethical Issues 

The analyst agrees with Mugenda and Mugenda (1999) that scientists are individuals 

really worried about other individuals' personal satisfaction. In this manner they 

ought to be individuals of respectability who don't lead inquire about for their own 

pick up or direct investigates with critical impacts on others mentally or physically. 
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They need to regard the members and the destinations for explore. Subsequently, a 

specialist in this examination will know about the ethical ramifications of the work 

(Creswell, 2003).  

 

Subsequent to finishing information gathering, the scientist ensured that separated 

from him, nobody approaches the information with the exception of co-agents. 

Secrecy were guaranteed and kept. The sources and substance of auxiliary 

information was not uncovered. Likewise, affirmation of others' work was thought 

about by referring to the creators. The specialist likewise had an official letter from 

Mzumbe University.  

 

3.7 Data Analysis 

Data analysis is a method of data inspection, cleaning, transformation and modeling 

with the objective of finding helpful information, proposing findings and supporting 

decision-making. Data analysis has numerous facets and methods in various fields of 

business, science, and social science, encompassing various methods under a 

multitude of names. 

 

Data analysis was conducted by using quantitative data analysis techniques. The 

quantitative analysis technique employed tables which showed the frequencies and 

percentages of variables used in the study while quantitative data analysis technique 

used Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) and Microsoft Excel (MS) to 

analyze the collected data. 

 

Information was gathered and board information examination was utilized as a part 

of request to meet the calculations of free factors of capital structure and ward factors 

of organization execution.  

 

Information handling was done through the adjustment, elucidation and arrangement 

of data acquired in the field. Reports can allude to particular periods, occasions, 

occasions or points and can be imparted or exhibited orally or in composing 

(Business Dictionary, 2012). 
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Information that has been gathered and changed to identify mistakes and exclusions. 

Rates and frequencies were ascertained in the connections and examinations between 

the set up factors. The information were exhibited utilizing tables and rates for 

quantitative and subjective information.  

 

Data analysis is a method of data inspection, cleaning, transformation and modeling 

with the objective of finding helpful information, proposing findings and supporting 

decision-making. Data analysis has numerous facets and methods in various fields of 

business, science, and social science, encompassing various methods under a 

multitude of names (Kothari, 2004). 

 

Data analysis was conducted by using both qualitative and quantitative data analysis 

techniques and the quantitative analysis technique employed tables which show the 

frequency and percentages of variables used in the study while quantitative data 

analysis technique used Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) and Microsoft 

Excel (MS) to analyze the collected data. 

 

3.8 Validity and Reliability Issues 

Legitimacy is how much outcomes acquired from the examination of the information 

really speaks to the wonder under investigation. Kothari (2004) called attention to 

legitimacy measures the precision of the instruments in getting the foreseen 

information which can meet the goals of the investigation. 

 

In this examination the analyst utilized the test and retest system in which the pilot 

surveys were contrasted and the field polls and saw to suit the planned goals of the 

investigation. Likewise the scientist guaranteed that outer wellspring of variety, for 

example, weariness; weakness was limited to the conceivable degree.  

 

Kothari (2004) portrays the dependability of an instrument as the level of consistency 

with which a variable measures, how much an exploration apparatus produces 

reliable outcomes or information after rehashed tests. In this investigation, a pilot 

contemplate was led for 2 business banks that were excluded in the examination test.  
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The information gathered in the pilot stage were tried for dependability utilizing the 

Cranach Alpha unwavering quality test and the instruments were considered 

adequately solid in the event that they delivered under 0.7 of the suggested esteem.  

 

3.9 Variables and Measurable Procedures 

The needy variable of this examination was firm execution while autonomous 

variable will be capital structure of organizations. The needy variable was estimated 

utilizing organization productivity pointers of profit for value (ROE) and profit for 

resource (ROA) while autonomous factors was estimated utilizing capital structure 

markers of aggregate obligation to value proportion, long haul obligation to value 

proportion, here and now obligation to value proportion, add up to obligation to 

resource proportion, long haul obligation to resource proportion and here and now 

obligation to resource proportion. 

 

Furthermore, the relapse condition is as demonstrated as follows:  

The investigation utilized a relapse display which demonstrated the reliant variable 

being ROA and ROE (money related execution) though the autonomous factors were 

estimated in two measurements to be specific:  

 

Obligation and value as demonstrated as follows:  

FPi=α+β1TDi +β2TAi + ei  

 

Where,  

FP    = Financial Performance (estimated by ROA and ROE)  

α    = Intercept, an example wide steady  

TD I   = Total Debt  

TA I    = Total Asset  

ei    = mistake of edge  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the detailed findings of the study and it specifically entails: 

descriptive statistics, impact of debt to equity on return on equity and on return on 

assets as well as the determinants of capital structure. 

 

4.2 Descriptive Statistics 

The study encompassed the impact of debt to equity on the financial performance of 

commercial banks in Dar es Salaam and ten banks were specifically selected namely: 

CRDB, NMB, DCB, AKIBA, KCB, STANBIC, POSTAL DTB, STANDARD 

CHARTERED and NBC whose annual accounts were reviewed dating back to 2010 

to 2017. 

 

Table 4.1:  Descriptive Statistics of Independent Variables 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Debt/Equity 80 .105 14.679 2.05789 3.478112 

Debt/Asset 80 .011 2.602 .33086 .699419 

Return on Assets 80 -.080 .042 .02131 .016250 

Return on Equity 80 -.090 .290 .14936 .080959 

Valid N (listwise) 80     

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

In reference to table 4.1, the average ROA and ROE is 0.02131 and 0.14936 

respectively with average debt/equity ratio being 2.058 and debt/asset ratio of 0.331 

hence indicating that generally the commercial banks are indebted as they have more 

debt financing compared to equity to finance operations but also it indicates that 

most banks have adequate assets to cover their outstanding debts. More so, their 

financial performance is generally favorable with ROA and ROE being more than 

zero. 
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4.3 Impact of Debt to Equity(D/E) ratio on Return on Equity (ROE) 

The study entailed review of ROE data and debt/equity ratio for the banks ranging 

from 2010 to 2017 which was regressed giving the following findings 

 

Table 4.2:  Descriptive Statistics of Debt/Equity and ROE 

 Count Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of Variation 

Return on Equity 80 .14936 .080959 54.2% 

Debt/Equity 80 2.05789 3.478112 169.0% 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.2, shows that using 80 observations the average ROE of commercial banks in 

Dar es Salaam is 0.14936  with a standard deviation of 0.081 and average of 2.058 as 

debt/equity thus indicating that commercial banks in Dar es salaam region heavily 

rely on debt financing as compared to equity financing.  

 

Furthermore, the correlation for the study in as far as Debt/Equity and ROE is as 

shown hereunder: 

 

Table 4.3:  Correlation of Debt/Equity and ROE 

 Return on Equity Debt/Equity 

Pearson Correlation Return on Equity 1.000 -.362 

Debt/Equity -.362 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Return on Equity . .000 

Debt/Equity .000 . 

N Return on Equity 80 80 

Debt/Equity 80 80 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.3, shows that there is a significant correlation between ROE and Debt/Equity 

as given by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.000 which is less than 5% 

level of significance with a Pearson correlation of -0.362, thus the findings further 
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indicate that as debt/equity ratio increases, ROE correspondingly decreases and the 

reverse is true. 

 

Table 4.4:  Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa: Debt/Equity and ROE 

Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 78 284.526 .000 

DE 1 78 11.762 .001 

a. Dependent Variable: Return on Equity. 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.4, shows that there is a significant relationship between ROE and 

Debt/Equity ratio as indicated by significant value of 0.001 which is less than 

0.05(5%) level of significance, hence these findings show that the Debt/Equity ratio 

can be manipulated to influence ROE of the banks and therefore banks should use 

more equity than debt in order to increase ROE owing to the fact that high 

debt/equity ratio decreases ROE. 

 

The study also involved carrying out a regression analysis of fixed effects and the 

estimates of fixed effects are as shown hereunder: 

 

Table 4.5:  Estimates of Fixed Effects: Debt/Equity and ROE 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Df t Sig. 

Intercept .166702 .009883 78 16.868 .000 

DE -.008426 .002457 78 -3.430 .001 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.5 shows that, the test of the statistical significance of the independent 

variable in the model was done using the t-test which indicates that debt/equity ratio 

has a negative coefficient when used as a predictor for ROE with t-statistic of -3.43, 

thus, the findings therefore indicate that when Debt is high financial performance 

(ROE) of the commercial banks declines and the reverse is true.  
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The regression analysis gave rise to graphical illustration of the relationship between 

debt/equity and return on equity and the results are as shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 4.1:  Debt/Equity and Return on Equity 

 
Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

In reference to figure 4.1, it is evident that there is a negative correlation between 

debt/equity ratio and return on equity of commercial banks and the negative slope 

indicates that when debt/equity ratio is high, return on equity correspondingly 

reduces and the reverse is true. It is therefore incumbent upon the banks to ensure 

that they maintain an ideal capital stricture mix so as to attain debt/equity ratio which 

is acceptable and does not deplete the return on equity. 
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4.4 Relationship between Debt/Equity Ratio and Return on Assets (ROA) 

The study involved regressing ROA statistics of the commercial banks as the 

dependent variable against the independent variables of debt and equity, the results 

are as shown hereunder: 

 

Table 4.6:  Descriptive Statistics of Debt/Equity and ROA 

 Count Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of Variation 

Return on Assets 80 .02131 .016250 76.2% 

Debt/Equity 80 2.05789 3.478112 169.0% 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.6, shows that the average ROA of the banks was 0.02131 which is relatively 

low with standard deviation of 0.01625 whereas average debt/equity stood at 2.057, 

thus implying that most banks have generally fair  ROA of less than 2% with most of 

them relying more on debt as compared to equity financing.  

 

A correlation analysis was done to examine the correlation between debt/equity ratio 

and ROA and the findings are as shown hereunder: 

 

Table 4.7:  Correlation of Debt/Equity and ROA 

 Return on Assets Debt/Equity 

Pearson Correlation Return on Assets 1.000 -.318 

Debt/Equity -.318 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Return on Assets . .002 

Debt/Equity .002 . 

N Return on Assets 80 80 

Debt/Equity 80 80 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.7, shows that there is a strong correlation between ROA and debt/Equity 

ratio as evidenced by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.002 which is less 

than 0.05(5%) level of significance 
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The findings further indicate that as debt/equity ratio increases ROA correspondingly 

decreases and therefore it is paramount for the banks to ensure that they maintain 

adequate or favorable levels of debt/equity ratio if they are to maintain sustainable 

financial performance. 

 

Table 4.8:  Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa: Debt/Equity and ROA 

Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 78 145.832 .000 

DE 1 78 8.754 .004 

a. Dependent Variable: Return on Assets. 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.8, shows, that there is a significant relationship between ROA and 

Debt/Equity as indicated by significant value of 0.004 which is less than 0.05(5%) 

level of significance, hence these findings show that the Debt/Equity ratio greatly 

affects ROA and therefore banks have the freedom to manipulate their capital 

structure mix in view of attaining the highest ROA. 

 

On the other hand, the estimate of fixed effects of debt/equity and ROA is as shown 

below: 

 

Table 4.9:  Estimates of Fixed Effectsa : Debt/Equity and ROA 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Df t Sig. 

Intercept .024367 .002018 78 12.076 .000 

DE -.001484 .000502 78 -2.959 .004 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.9 shows that, the test of the statistical significance of the independent 

variable in the model was done using the t-test which indicates that debt/equity ratio 

has a negative coefficient when used as a predictor for ROA with t-statistic of -2.959 

which was significant at 5% level of significance. The findings therefore indicate that 

when Debt/equity is high financial performance (ROA) of the commercial banks 
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insignificantly declines and the reverse is true as the debt/equity ratio does not 

substantially influence ROA. 

 

In relation to the above, the regression analysis showed that there graph of 

debt/equity plotted against return on assets as shown below 

 

Figure 4.2:  Graphical Illustration of Debt/Equity and ROA 

 
Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

The above figure 4.1 shows that when debt/equity is low, ROA is high but when it 

increases, ROA correspondingly decreases implying that there is a negative slope 

and therefore commercial banks should maintain debt/equity mix which does not 

diminish the ROA of the institution. 
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4.5 Relationship between Debt/Asset and Return on Assets (ROA) 

The study involved review of debt/asset ratio of the banks from 2010 to 2017 as 

independent variable whereby regression analysis was done with ROA as dependent 

variable; the findings are as shown below: 

 

Table 4.10:  Descriptive Statistics-Debt/Asset and ROA 

 Count Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of Variation 

Return on Assets 80 .02131 .016250 76.2% 

Debt/Asset 80 .33086 .699419 211.4% 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.10, shows that the average ROA of the banks was 0.02131 which is 

relatively low with standard deviation of 0.01625 whereas average debt/asset ratio 

stood at 0.331 and the study used 80 observations, thus indicating that most of the 

banks though have more assets to cover debt still have ROA of less than 2% of the 

industry average. 

 

 A correlation analysis was done to examine the relationship between debt/asset ratio 

and ROA and the findings are as shown below: 

 

Table 4.11:  Correlation -Debt/Asset & ROA 

 Return on Assets Debt/Asset 

Pearson Correlation Return on Assets 1.000 -.358 

Debt/Asset -.358 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Return on Assets . .001 

Debt/Asset .001 . 

N Return on Assets 80 80 

Debt/Asset 80 80 

Source: Field Data (2018) 
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Table 4.11, shows that there is a significant correlation between ROA and debt/asset 

ratio as given by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.001 and Pearson 

correlation value of -0.358, thus it can be inferred that debt/asset substantially 

influences ROA of commercial banks and therefore an increase in debt/asset does 

correspondingly lead to a decrease in ROA. 

 

Furthermore, a regression analysis was done of fixed effects and the results for type 

iii tests of debt/asset and ROA are as shown hereunder: 

 

Table 4.12:  Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa Debt/Asset and ROA 

Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 78 162.070 .000 

DA 1 78 11.495 .001 

a. Dependent Variable: Return on Assets. 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.12 shows, that there is a significant relationship between ROA and 

Debt/asset ratio as indicated by significant value of 0.001 which is less than 

0.05(5%) level of significance. These findings indicate that banks are free to 

manipulate the structure of debt/assets white trying to attain optimal value of  its 

effect on ROA. 

 

More so, the estimates of fixed effects in the regression analysis of debt/assets and 

ROA is as shown hereunder 

 

Table 4.13:  Estimates of Fixed Effectsa -Debt/Asset and ROA 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Df t Sig. 

Intercept .024067 .001891 78 12.731 .000 

DA -.008327 .002456 78 -3.390 .001 

Source: Field Data (2018) 
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Table 4.13 shows that, the test of the statistical significance of the independent 

variable in the model was done using the t-test which indicates that debt/asset has a 

negative coefficient when used as a predictor for ROA with t-statistic of -3.39 and 

intercept of 12.731 which was significant at 5% level of significance. The findings 

therefore indicate that when Debt/asset is high financial performance (ROA) of the 

commercial banks significantly declines and the reverse is true. 

 

Furthermore, the regression analysis gave rise to graphical illustration of the 

relationship between debt/asset and return on asset and the results are as shown in the 

figure below: 

 

Figure 4.3:  Debt/asset and Return on Assets 

 
Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

In reference to figure 4.3, it is evident that when debt/assets high, return on asset is 

low and the reverse is true, thus indicating a negative slope between the two 

variables. 
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4.6 Relationship between Debt/Asset and Return on Equity (ROE) 

The study involved conducting of regression analysis using fixed effects and the 

findings of descriptive statistics for debt/asset and ROE are as shown hereunder: 

 

Table 4.14:  Descriptive statistics-Debt/asset and ROE 

 Count Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of Variation 

Return on Equity 80 .14936 .080959 54.2% 

Debt/Asset 80 .33086 .699419 211.4% 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.14, shows that the average ROE of the banks was 0.14936 which is relatively 

fair compared to industry average of 0.03 with standard deviation of 0.081 whereas 

average debt/asset ratio stood at 0.331 with standard deviation of 0.699 and the study 

used 80 observations as which indicates that most banks have not only adequate 

assets to cover their debts but also quite good ROE which is a favorable financial 

position. 

 

The study involved carrying out a correlation analysis to assess the correlation 

between debt/asset ratio and ROE and the findings are as shown below: 

 

Table 4.15:  Correlation Debt/Asset and –ROE 

 Return on Equity Debt/Asset 

Pearson Correlation Return on Equity 1.000 -.451 

Debt/Asset -.451 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Return on Equity . .000 

Debt/Asset .000 . 

N Return on Equity 80 80 

Debt/Asset 80 80 

Source: Field Data (2018) 
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Table 4.15, shows that there is a strong correlation between ROE and debt/asset as 

given by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.000 and Pearson correlation 

value of -0.451 which is further from one(1). This therefore implies that generally 

debt/asset ratio and ROE are negatively correlated and therefore the higher the 

debt/asset the lower the ROE and the reverse is true. 

 

More so, the tests for fixed effects of debt/asset ratio against ROE of the banks are as 

shown below: 

 

Table 4.16:  Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa Debt/Asset and ROE 

Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 78 342.711 .000 

DA 1 78 19.968 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: Return on Equity. 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.16, shows, that there is a significant relationship between ROE and 

Debt/asset ratio as indicated by significant value of 0.000 which is less than 

0.05(5%) level of significance and intercept of 0.000. hence these findings show that 

the Debt/asset ratio directly influences the ROE of the banks and therefore it is 

paramount for banks to always raise more assets and less of debt as a measure of 

boosting financial performance and in particularly ROE. 

 

Table 4.17:  Estimates of Fixed Effectsa: Debt/Asset and ROE 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. 

Intercept .166653 .009002 78 18.512 .000 

DA -.052258 .011695 78 -4.469 .000 

Source: Field Data (2018) 

 

Table 4.17 shows that, the test of the statistical significance of the independent 

variable in the model was done using the t-test which indicates that debt/asset has a 

negative coefficient when used as a predictor for ROE with t-statistic of -4.469 and 
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with intercept at 18.512 which was significant at 5% level of significance. The 

findings therefore indicate that when Debt/asset ratio is high financial performance 

(ROE) of the commercial banks declines and the reverse is true and therefore it’s 

incumbent upon to always ensure that they have more assets than debts so as to attain 

financial success. 

 

Furthermore, the regression analysis gave rise to graphical illustration of the 

relationship between debt/asset and return on equity and the results are as shown in 

the figure below: 

 

Figure 4.4:  Debt/Asset ratio and Return on Equity 

 
Source: Field Data (2018) 
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Figure 4.4, shows that there is a steep negative slope indicating a negative 

relationship between debt/asset ratio and return on equity of the banks, thus, when 

debt/asset increases on one hand, return on equity correspondingly decrease on the 

other hand. More so, it is imperative that commercial banks maintain adequate levels 

of assets which should match the amount of debt so as to avert financial distress. 

 

4.7 Overview of Financial Performance of Banks in Tanzania 

A review of the annual report of Bank of Tanzania and the individual banks revealed 

a varied indicator of financial performance as expounded hereunder: The Tanzania 

Financial sector 2016 total assets increased by 1.9 percent to TZS 39,424.1 billion as 

at end September 2016, from March 2016 position. 

 

The banking sector continued to play a dominant role during the period, although, its 

market share slightly declined to 70.3 percent, from 71.4 percent. Meanwhile the 

share of Social Security increased to 27.0 percent from 26.0 percent, mainly on 

account of an increase in investment income and members’ contributions which were 

invested in favour of government securities. Insurance and collective investment 

schemes remained broadly unchanged at 2.0 percent and 0.7 percent, respectively. 

 

During the period, the sector generally maintained relatively high level of capital and 

liquidity buffers above regulatory minimums despite an increase in non-performing 

loans in the recent quarters that reduced profitability (Table 4.18). 
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Table 4.18:  Selected Financial Soundness Indicators for the Banking System 

Indicator 

Statutory  

 2016    2017  

       

Requirement Mar Jun Sep Dec Mar Jun Sep 

1. CAPITAL ADEQUACY          

Core Capital/TRWA Min 10.0 17.9 16.1 16.7 17.5 18.0 17.2 17.3 

Total capital/TRWA Min 12.0 19.1 17.6 18.7 19.5 20.0 19.2 19.1 

2. LIQUIDITY          

Liquid Assets/Demand Liabilities Min 20.0 35.5 37.3 35.7 37.2 37.0 37.0 34.2 

Total Loans/Customer Deposits   76.8 76.6 78.9 78.9 82.6 85.8 87.1 

3. EARNINGS AND PROFITABILITY          

Net Interest Margin (NIM)   67.5 65.9 67.1 67.0 65.6 68.0 69.3 

Non-Interest Expenses/Gross Income   63.8 65.1 67.2 68.1 63.1 64.7 66.9 

Personnel expenses to non-interest expenses   44.6 45.9 44.7 44.1 45.5 45.4 44.9 

Return on Assets (PBT/Average Total Assets)   3.1 2.9 2.7 2.7 3.2 3.0 2.5 

Return on Equity-ROE (PAT/Average 

 

 

16.2 15.1 13.5 13.0 16.9 15.4 12.1 

Shareholders’ funds) 

 

         

4. ASSET COMPOSITION AND QUALITY          

Foreign Exchange Loans to Total Loans   37.5 38.6 37.8 38.0 37.8 36.7 36.1 

Gross Non-Performing Loans to Gross Loans 5.0 acceptable 6.5 6.6 6.8 6.6 7.5 8.7 9.1 

NPLs net of provisions/Total Capital   14.0 16.5 15.7 14.2 17.0 21.1 22.0 

Large Exposures to Total Capital   137.0 124.0 126.8 124.1 128.7 128.6 125.3 

Net Loans and advances to Total assets   53.3 53.2 54.6 54.7 55.1 56.2 56.5 

5. SENSITIVITY TO MARKET RISK          

FX Currency Denominated Assets/Total Assets   31.7 34.2 34.9 34.7 33.6 32.0 31.6 

FX Currency Denominated Liabilities/Total   

37.6 39.8 39.6 39.7 38.9 37.8 38.9 

Liabilities 

  

         

Net Open Positions in FX/Total Capital 7.5  -2.1 -2.2 -2.4 1.3 -1.1 1.4 -2.4 

          

Source: BOT (2017) 

 

Furthermore review of BOT publications indicate that total assets of the banking 

sector grew by 14.95 percent from TZS 16,984.49 billion in year 2012 to TZS 

19,522.92 billion in 2013. 
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The banking sector’s total liabilities also increased to TZS 16,975.95 billion in 2013 

from TZS 14,853.02 billion recorded in the previous year. Total capital increased to 

TZS 2,546.97 billion in 2013 from TZS 2,131.47 billion recorded in 2012. Aggregate 

off balance sheet items increased to TZS 3,591.03 billion at the end of December 

2013 from TZS 2,399.29 billion reported as at 31st December 2012. The tables 

above indicate the trend of the banking sector’s Total Assets from 2009 to 2013 and 

percentage changes thereof. 

 

4.8 Capital Structure decisions 

A review of the Bank of Tanzania annual reports, CRDB, NMB, DCB,AKIBA 

COMMERCE BANK,STANBIC BANK,KCB,TPB,STANDARD CHARTERED 

BANK  and NBC bank’s annual reports revealed that the decision to opt for debt or 

equity is influenced by a multiplicity of factors as fronted hereunder: 

 

4.8.1 Taxes 

The study noted that both individual and corporate taxes as well as Interest payments 

to the corporation’s lenders can greatly influence the decision of debt to equity 

financing especially given the fact that the earnings provided to equity are subject to 

the corporate tax. Furthermore, many investors believe that the tax rate on interest 

income is subject to a higher tax than the tax rate on equity income.  The exception is 

the stockholder that is a C-corporation; dividends paid to a C-corporation by another 

C-corporation are taxed at a very low rate. 

 

4.8.2 Business Risk and Financial Distress Costs 

The study noted that business risk and financial distress costs greatly influences the 

choice as to whether companies will use debt or equity for example  when there are 

low business risks and distress costs companies are inclined to opt for debt financing 

as they do not want to invent borrowed money in highly risky activities. On the other 

hand equity financing can be used to cater for relatively riskier initiatives and when 

finance distress cists are relatively high. 
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More so, when business and distress Costa are high companies are more likely to 

default and enders need a higher promised interest rate in adjust for the added risk 

and therefore whether companies should have a lower debt-to-equity ratio depends 

on whether default imposes additional costs on the firm beyond those that produced 

the default in the first place.  Let’s explore this a little further. 

 

Financial distress is the inability to service debts as scheduled.  Poor business 

performance combined with financial distress can produce additional costs that 

would not accompany the poor performance were it not for the use of debt.  That is, a 

failure to service the debt can magnify the inability to serve the debt (a snowball 

effect).  For convenience, we will refer to two types of financial distress costs, direct 

and indirect. 

 

It should be noted that some firms are subject to only small financial distress costs.  

Companies with liquidation values close to going concern value (such as a real estate 

holding company) will typically see, at most, only a modest decline in asset value 

(and going concern value) from default. Lenders simply foreclose and take 

ownership of the assets.  When a firm increases its debt/equity ratio (for any given 

asset base), it raises the probability of financial distress and bankruptcy.  This can 

reduce firm value if the financial distress produces any of the above listed 

consequences.  

 

4.8.3 Agency Costs of Debt and Equity 

It was noticed that organization costs emerge from a primary specialist relationship 

and that office expenses of obligation happen in the connection between the 

company's loan specialists (the foremost) and the coalition of administration and 

investors (the operator). Organization expenses of value rise up out of the connection 

between investors (the foremost) and administration (the specialist). Office costs are 

riches misfortunes because of the expenses of authorizing the agreement between the 

essential and specialist, or to the disappointment of the operator to respect the 

agreement.  
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All the more along these lines, if the office expenses of obligation debilitate the 

utilization of obligation financing. On the off chance that the organization has, or 

could issue unsafe obligation, it may take activities that expansion investor riches 

however decrease the estimation of the firm and the abundance of existing 

bondholders  

 

Soundly if the organization expenses of value are lower than the office costs o 

obligation then the organization is well on the way to choose value financing and the 

switch is valid. It ought to be noticed that the office expenses of value debilitate the 

utilization of value financing. The abuse of firm money surpluses by administration 

is the infraction at issue here. Administrators like to lead greater organizations in 

light of the fact that the ordinarily paid higher official pay rates, offer greater percs, 

and so forth.. This inclinations chiefs for holding surplus trade out the partnership (or 

putting the trade out negative NPV ventures) as opposed to the conveying the money 

through profits or offer repurchases. A high obligation to-value proportion lessens 

this predisposition since surplus income is decreased by obligation intrigue and 

foremost installments.  

 

4.8.4 Asymmetric Information and Timing 

Timing alludes to calculating into the obligation/value financing choice 

administration's predominant comprehension of the firm and it can support obligation 

or value financing. Administration for the most part find out about the organization 

that do outcasts.  

 

A conceivable ramifications is that administration ought to be more disposed to 

utilize value financing the more prominent the degree to which administration trust 

that the association's stock is overrated; and administration ought to be more 

disposed to utilize obligation financing the more prominent the degree to which 

administration trust that the association's obligation is overrated (i.e., the more 

idealistic is the market about the association's obligation default chance in respect to 

administration's perspective of the obligation's default hazard).  
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The market realizes that administration will take after the above planning system and 

when an organization issues value, it is translated by the market as a flag that 

administration trusts that the stock is overrated. The cost of the company's value in 

this manner falls when the firm issues new value. This thought likewise applies to the 

organization's obligation, however to a lesser degree than with value (the market by 

and large trusts that it has a more precise perspective of the obligation's inherent 

esteem). Yet, there is as yet a legitimate planning system here. Administration ought 

to foresee how the market will react to value or obligation offering and after that 

utilization the estimated present issuance cost on choose whether to issue obligation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the precise summary of key findings, conclusions and practical 

recommendations in as far as mobile banking and financial performance of 

commercial banks is concerned in Tanzania. 

 

5.2 Impact of debt to equity ratio on Return on Equity (ROE) 

This study noted that there is a significant correlation between ROE and Debt/Equity 

as given by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.000 which is less than 5% 

level of significance and that significant relationship between ROE and Debt/Equity 

ratio as indicated by significant value of 0.000 which is less than 0.05(5%) as shown 

by the Type III Tests of Fixed.  

 

The above findings are in agreement with Tailab (2014)  who argues that debt/equity 

ratio has a direct influence on ROE in that when debt/equity ratio is high, ROE 

declines and the reverse is true and this position as shown in his study in America 

whereby utilized an example of 30 vitality American firms for a time of nine years 

from 2005 to 2013 to test the impact of capital structure on benefit of vitality 

American firms and found the negative connection between obligation proportions 

and execution factors of profit for value (ROE) and profit for resource (ROA) while 

organization estimate as far as deals showed a negative impact just on return on 

equity (ROE) of the vitality American firms. Specialist utilized various relapse 

technique to break down his investigation information where 10% of ROE and 34% 

were anticipated by free factors of here and now obligation, long haul obligation, add 

up to obligation to value proportions and firm size estimated by organization deals. 

This confirms that high reliance on debt often means a lot of costs incurred to finance 

the debt which ultimately reduces disposal net profit hence fewer funds are 

appropriated to pay shareholders 
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More so, the test of the statistical significance of the independent variable in the 

model was done using the t-test which indicates that debt/equity ratio has a negative 

coefficient when used as a predictor for ROE with t-statistic of -3.43 

 

This study also agrees with an investigation led by Shubita (2012), who estimated the 

connection between capital structure and equity returns of Jordan organizations 

whereby the analysts utilized connections and numerous relapse examination to 

quantify the connection between factors to achieve the expected outcomes. The 

analyst utilized ROE as execution variable against capital structure factors of Short 

term obligation to Asset, Long term obligation to resource, and aggregate obligation 

to resource as free factors. This shows that higher debt/equity ratios have adverse 

subsequent effects on not only ROE but also ROA of companies and therefore it’s 

paramount for entities to seek out for appropriate capital structure mix that 

maximizes their returns. 

 

More so, this study disagrees with an investigation of Marietta (2012) en Kenya 

incorporates more perplexing relapse scientific models for the connection between 

autonomous factors of institutional and capital organizations as hazard capital factors 

and ROA and ROE-subordinate factors as return factors of the organization and 

uncovered that there is a negative connection between add up to obligation and firm 

execution. As far as connection amongst value and firm execution, his examination 

uncovered that there is a huge positive relationship between's arrival on value (ROE) 

and aggregate value utilizing Pearson connection 

 

5.3 Relationship between Debt/Equity Ratio and Return on Assets (ROA) 

The study noted that average ROA of the banks was 0.02131 which is relatively low 

with standard deviation of 0.01625 whereas average debt/equity ratio stood at 2.058 

and that there is a strong correlation between ROA and Debt/Equity ratio as shown 

by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.004 which is less than 0.05(5%) level 

of significance. 
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This study agrees with Alawwad (2013) who conducted a study in Saudi Arabia, 

utilized relapse system to quantify the connection between the factors of capital 

structure against factors of firm execution and found that all levels of obligation 

proportions had opposite association with firm execution markers of profit for asset 

(ROA), return on equity (ROE) and net revenue. 

 

Furthermore, the study involved conducting regression analysis of Type III Tests of 

Fixed Effectsa: Debt/Equity and ROA and it was noted that there is a significant 

relationship between ROA and Debt/Equity as indicated by significant value of 0.004 

which is less than 0.05(5%) level of significance, hence these findings show that the 

Debt/Equity ratio greatly influences ROA. 

 

The above findings are in line with Lavorskyi (2013) in Ukraine directed an 

investigation on the effect of firm execution in Ukraine. Analyst utilized relapse to 

gauge the connection between the capital structure variable of Leverage proportion 

against execution factors of Return on resources, add up to factor efficiency (TFP) 

and EBIT edge. In the wake of breaking down the relationship, specialist found that 

firm use was contrarily influencing firm execution.  

 

More so, this study agrees with Berger and Di Patti (2000), who showed the positive 

relationship amongst use and bank execution but agreed with On the opposite side, 

concentrates, for example, Berger and Bouwman (2013), Adbabi and Abu-Rub, 

(2012) and Victor and Badu, (2012) all revealed the negative effect of capital 

structure on banks execution.  

 

This study agrees with Abbasali (2012) who demonstrated a critical positive 

connection between resource turnover, firm size, and resource substantial quality and 

development opportunity with money related execution measure.  
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5.4 Relationship between Debt/Asset and Return on Assets (ROA) 

The study observed that average ROA of the banks was 0.02131 which is relatively 

low with standard deviation of 0.01625 whereas average debt/asset ratio stood at 

0.331 and that there is a significant correlation between ROA and debt/asset ratio as 

given by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.001. 

 

The above position is also shared by Zuraidah (2012) who in his study in Malaysia, 

estimated the connection between the capital structure markers of here and now 

obligation, long haul obligations and aggregate obligations against execution pointers 

of profit for resources and return on assets. Specialist utilized board information of 

58 firms from 2005 to 2010.The consequences of the investigation demonstrated that 

lone Short term obligation and aggregate obligation had a noteworthy association 

with return on assets(ROA), other capital structure factors had a huge association 

with return on equity(ROE). 

 

In addition, this study is in line with Soyebo (2014) who argues that there is no doubt 

that debt/asset ratio has a direct bearing on ROA especially given the fact that when 

debts are more than assets it means the bank stands on a fluid financial position 

which could potentially adversely affect ROA. 

 

Furthermore, it was noted that the Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa Debt/Asset and 

ROA revealed that there is a significant relationship between ROA and Debt/asset 

ratio as indicated by significant value of 0.066 which is more than 0.05(5%) level of 

significance. This study subsequently agrees with San and Hang (2011) who argue 

that there is a significant impact of debt/asset ratio on firm financial prosperity of 

firms. 

 

5.5 Relationship between Debt/Asset and Return on Equity (ROE) 

The research found out that there is a strong correlation between ROE and debt/asset 

as given by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.004 and Pearson correlation 

value of -0.463. 
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The above findings agree with Yafeh and Yosha (2003) who argue that among 

the hypothetical arguments about bank capital structure versus implementation is that 

keep money with high use have more noteworthy loan specialist examination which 

result into high screening, observing, productivity and ROE 

 

Furthermore, the Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa Debt/Asset and ROE shows that 

there is a significant relationship between ROE and Debt/asset ratio as indicated by 

significant value of 0.000 which is more than 0.05(5%) level of significance and 

intercept of 0.000 which is in line with Mireku (2014) who asserts that debt/equity 

grossly influences ROE. 

 

The study also agrees with Dwindle (2017) who argues that debt to value proportion 

of Indian recorded organizations was adversely related to benefit proportions. This 

experimental confirmation indicates just the negative connection between the factors 

without demonstrating the other wellspring of fund which is for the most part favored 

by Indian Listed organizations which may demonstrate the appropriateness of the 

capital structure speculations 

 

Furthermore, this study is in agreement with Chisti (2013) who the impact of loan 

fee, credit residency, obligation/value proportion, and premium scope proportion on 

budgetary execution of monetary foundations and noted debt/asset directly influences 

ROE. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECCOMENDATIONS 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The chapter presents the precise summary of key findings, conclusions and practical 

recommendations in as far as mobile banking and financial performance of 

commercial banks is concerned in Tanzania. 

 

6.2 Summary 

The examination secured the effect of capital structure on the monetary execution of 

banks in Tanzanian and ten commercial banks were chosen which comprised: 

CRDB, NMB, AKIBA, NBC, KCB, STANBIC, POSTAL DTB, STANDARD 

CHARTERED and DCB whereby information dating from 2010 to 2017 on their 

ROA, ROE, Total Equity and Total Debt was caught from the yearly inspected 

budgetary explanations. 

 

This study noted that there is a significant correlation between ROE and Debt/Equity 

as given by the fact that there is a fairly significant value of 0.000 which is less than 

5% level of significance and that significant relationship between ROE. More so, the 

test of the statistical significance of the independent variable in the model was done 

using the t-test which indicates that debt/equity ratio has a negative coefficient when 

used as a predictor for ROE with t-statistic of -3.43 

 

The study noted that average ROA of the banks was 0.02131 which is relatively low 

with standard deviation of 0.01625 whereas average debt/equity stood at 2.058 and 

that there is a strong correlation between ROA and debt/Equity ratio as shown by the 

fact that there is a significant value of 0.002 which is less than 0.05(5%) level of 

significance.  
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The study observed that average ROE of the banks was 0. 14936 which is relatively 

fair with standard deviation of 0.081 whereas average debt/asset ratio stood at 0.331 

and that there is a strong correlation between ROA and debt/asset ratio as given by 

the fact that there is a significant value of 0.001 and Pearson correlation value of -

0.358.The study observed that there is a strong correlation between ROE and 

debt/asset as given by the fact that there is a significant value of 0.0001 and Pearson 

correlation value of -0.451. 

 

Furthermore, the Type III Tests of Fixed Effectsa Debt/Asset and ROE shows that 

there is a significant relationship between ROE and Debt/asset ratio as indicated by 

significant value of 0.000 which is less than 0.05(5%) level of significance and 

intercept of 0.000 which is in line with Mireku (2014) who asserts that debt/equity 

grossly influences ROE. 

 

All the more in this way, a survey of the records at the distinctive banks uncovered 

that the choice to select obligation or value is impacted by an assortment of 

components, for example, charges, Business Risk and Financial Distress Costs, 

Agency Costs of Debt and Equity and Asymmetric Information and Timing.  

 

6.3 Conclusion 

The choice as to which capital structure blend a bank picks is a key inquiry which 

ought to be absolutely tended to such that it will augment the monetary potential as 

well as operational possibilities of the bank. notwithstanding, it is noticed that 

different variables consistent dependence on a blend of value can prompt expanded 

productivity as no cash is spent on obligation office costs or on obligation 

overhauling in this way sparing is acknowledged and in that capacity the higher the 

value the higher the benefit. Then again obligation is a fundamental malevolence 

which proves to be useful in circumstances whereby expenses of raising e=debt are 

lower than those of value and the monetary or money related administration is good 

and in this way the exchange off with regards to the fitting capital will be controlled 

by money saving advantages examination which ought to be judiciously done by the 

individual business banks. 
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6.4 Recommendations 

In light of the key discoveries the study takes note of fact that there is need for a 

strong capital structure blend which intensely depends on value than on obligation. 

All the more along these lines, the national bank (BOT) ought to give all the 

specialized and strategic help required by business banks in connection to 

developing value.  

 

Besides, it is essential for the diverse banks as a team with different partners to build 

up a Resource Pool for capitalization finances and additionally setting up a booked 

preparing and advancement customized which cook for both the staff and customers 

on how well to enhance their execution. All the more in this way, BOT should set 

aside a bailout reserve to enable banks to manage crisis stores prerequisites.  

 

The study suggests that business banks ought to be given uncommon thought in 

posting at Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE) as this will make it simple for them 

to raise extra capital by value than by getting which fog times accompanies high 

financing costs and adjusting costs. The banks should put in place mechanisms of 

savings or building reserves so as use cheap own funds for their operations or 

investments rather than rely on expensive debt financing. 

 

6.5 Areas for Further Studies 

This investigation concentrated on the effect of capital structure on budgetary 

execution of business banks and four banks were chosen subsequently there is 

requirement for another examination that consolidates every business bank in 

Tanzania and this would reveal more insight into how these different factors are 

identified with monetary execution of the entire business..  

 

This examination had just two factors that were utilized to quantify money related 

execution that is ROA and ROE, in any case, there is requirement for additionally 

considers that join other execution factors, including peril of advantages is 

prescribed to give a clearer picture on how these execution. 
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Besides, another investigation is additionally prescribed that could factor in other 

budgetary execution measures, for example, resource quality, Tobin Q, and Capital 

sufficiency proportion notwithstanding the execution measure used in this 

examination. 

 

All the more in this way, the present investigation was led on just 8 out of the 35 

business banks along these lines there is consequently requirement for a more 

extensive examination that incorporates all the business banks in Tanzania to think 

of nitty gritty discoveries. 

 

Finally yet not the minimum, monetary execution is influenced by a lot of factors 

and these may incorporate administration quality, corporate administration, 

compensate frameworks and long periods of activity among others. Future research 

ought to be directed to set up how these different factors become possibly the most 

important factor to impact monetary execution 
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